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TO AUDIT OPFICIALS AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN 
GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS 

GAO invites your comments on the accompanying preliminary views on possible revisions to 
Goverpmqzt Auditing Standards, commonly known as the Yellow Book, to address certain 
auditor independence issues. The preliminary views in this draft document present a revised 
second general standard, independence, and add new related standards to reporting on 
financial audits and performance audits to illustrate possible revisions to the standards. We 
want to emphasize that consideration of these matters is in the deliberative phase. The 
purpose of the preliminary. views document is to obtain the views of users of the standards to 
assist us in considering possible changes to the standards and alternative approaches that 
wouldreasonably and effectively address the auditor independenceissues. 

; _’ ., “.. 
To help ensure that thestandards continue to meet the needs ofthe audit community and the 
public it serves, the Comptroller General of the United States appointed the Advisory 

, ,. Council.on Government Auditing S,tandards to review the standards and recommend 
necessary changes. The-council includes experts infinancial and performance auditing 

2, ‘., drawn ,from all. levels of:.govemment, pr&ate,enterprise, public accounting, and academia. 
Public commemis requested:onall draft revisions to the standards. r 

r “: ‘. 4 
I 

J 

The Council recommended to the Comptroller General that a preliminary views draft be 
-- 

.jssued rather, than an exposure draft to reflect the fact ,that the Council is aware of the 
3 
4 

complexity and controversy associated with the auditor-independence issues and is seeking to 
reach out to all users of the standards to help formulate possible solutions. This draft 

1 .,_* rdentifies one possiblesolution to .the,,auditor independence~issuks; but the Council 

: ., recognizes other alternative approachesniay exist. ‘Although this draft idetit&s issues that 
are known to-exist concerning auditor independence; the Council acknowledges that there 

, I? j( maybe-additional issues to: consider and-invites respondents; to &ntify aridcomment on 
2 those&sues to assist,the Council in its deliberations.. ~Specifically, ‘theCouncil‘ is interested in 

assessing. the. potential ,effects of their..preliminary views and in identifying potential- 
implementation problems. The Council is also considering holding public hearings in 
conjunction ,with the i.ssues address,ed in this draft to gain greater insight regarding the effect 
of adopting this proposal and to consider alternative approaches. ’ ’ ,‘. 

The revisions to Government Auditing Standards that the Advisory Council is considering 
affect the second general standard, independence,. and related reporting-standards for 
financial and performance audits. Specifically, the revisions-clarify‘issues concerning 



government auditors’ organizational independence. The current standards related to 
organizational independence may have been misinterpreted by some audit organizations, thus 
indicating that clarification is needed. The proposed solution provides additional clarity to 
the standards by more explicitly stating the criteria for organizational independence and by 
providing guidance for organizations that do not meet this criteria. 7’ .- 

I Under Government Auditing Standards, audit organizations that do not meet certain 
independence st&dards are currently precluded from issuing opinions on financial statements 

i in accordance with these standards. Under this preliminary views document, in situations 
I when a statutory or regulatory requirement that has the effect of law requires a government : 
i audit organization to report on financial statements and the audit organization does not meet 
j 
.I the organizational independencerequirement, the Council has taken the position that the 

statutory or regulatory requirement takes precedence over auditing standards.’ However, the 
I Council proposes that in order to prevent misunderstanding by users of the audit report, 2 

auditors should include information in the scope paragraph of their report regarding the audit 

I 

requirement and the factors associated with the organizational independence of the 
government audit or,evaluation organization. appendix I provides possibleillustrative 

i language for the disclosure in the auditor’s report. 
::,; <( :, I ,:. ;- ,. .. 

The Council,is also considering a requirement ifor this explanatory language to’be added to 
,the scope: section’of the audit report swhen the audit or evaluation organization is authorized 

, to conduct, other auditsor evaluations andreport on this work by law or regulation that has 

j : the effect of law, but the head of:the organization does not meet the organizational 

! indepen’dence.standard: Because many of these documents ‘could become public;,there is a 
need for transparency and clarity for outside users. appendix II includes possible illustrative 
language for,performance auditreports. j 81. ” .*‘, ” 

, ., I’, . ‘. . . . I _’ ,.: 
The,Council acknos,vl,edges that certain federakstate; and~localauditors~could~be~impacted by 
the potential revision, ,P,or:.example; because the,currentstandards may riot beclear, certain 
federal inspectors general; (IGs):.\ivho are appointed ;by. the!agency head:may not ,be :aware that 
they do not currently meet: the: criteria,that defines :organizational independeiiCe(paragraph 
3.25, 1994 Revision). Accordingly, if the preliminary views are adopted, these entities 1 
would,be required to,include certain:mandatory disclosures in their rep&sin order to report 
on mandated fmancial’ statement audits and authorized performance audits ‘arid evaluations in 

_ .accordance.w~ith,.mesestandardsl. j, 1 : .’ :. ,_ . i.,.,: 1.? .,., .: 2: .‘ 
‘:. : ‘<, i ;. T.., I /, ;y ,,.,: /j>’ ,: :i,‘:‘ *,; :, ::F ,;<, / ;;- ;. ,,,<,‘/ .: 
2 : ; _r .,.eI .,.::, ./ i .I a,-i: .<>i /_ / : ., 

The. Council also wishes :taamphasize thaticertain .federal, state, and local internal auditors 
may, enhance ,their appearanceof independence:within: their entity as “discussed -iii. proposed 

; ..i;. paragraphs320 through,:3.22: : However, under the proposed preliminary vi&v’s; auditors 
. ..w.ho ~repor&xterm@y must meet; the criteria for organizational fndependence;as .proposed in c. ‘, 

,!. . pu-agraphs.3.l8 .or 3: 19: ‘As ,stat&.above; .for ,those‘auditors ,.who, are notorganizationally 
independent; the Ereliminary views- proposes:to ‘recognize extemal,,rep:orting when a financial 
audit is mandatedby law and when’ performance audits. and,evaluations ‘are authorized by 
lay? providedthat certain.,disclosures are made by ,the auditor as proposed in “paragraphs 
528.2 and 7.42.2. ,. 

< The Council is considering revising and relocating,existing paragraphs 3:18 through 3.22 
concerning .internal auditors within Chapter 3-of Governmerit Auditing Stundhds,to avoid 
confusion with independence requirem.ents for external auditors. : Government Auditing 
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Standards recognize that an internal audit function can be independent from the programs 
and activities it audits within the.parent organization. However, this concept of 
independence is different from the concept of independence for’extemal auditors considered 
to have met the criteria for organizational independence contained in Government Auditing 
Standards. 

3 

,Another preliminary view of the Advisory Council presented in this document is whether 
removal of the-head of the government audit or evaluation organization should be added to 
the criteria for organizational independence in paragraph 3.25 of Government Auditing 
Standards. Currently, organizational independence as defined in paragraph 3.25 is dependent 
on how the head of the government audit or evaluation organization was appointed to office 
and the concept of reporting audit results to and the accountability to the legislative body. 
The Council’s preliminary view is that how the organizational head can be removed from 
office is also an important factor in determining organizational independence. Paragraph 
3.18 of this document’ presents the Council’s preliminary view that removal should be added 
to the criteria for organizational independence, and that’the decision for removal of the head 
,of the audit or evaluation organization should reflect approval or oversight of parties outside 
the audited organization. 

Thisdraft is. being sent to financial management and audit officials-at all levels of 
:. government, the public accounting profession, academia, professional organizations, and 

public- interest groups. We encourage you to send your-comments, whether yen wish to 
comment on the entire document or only a portion of it. All comments will be distributed to 

‘. :I the entire Council and will be considered during further deliberations: Only after comments 
are evaluated by the Council will an exposure draft be considered for further public 
comment. 

:: j,” , : ., .,, .j 
In the~prehrninary views draft, italicizing and bolding are used,to,jdentify potential added 
language and striking-out is used to identify potential deleted language. ‘To facilitate review 

,... ofthe pre&ninary..views, it.is-Iocated.on the Intern&on GAO’s Home Page (Www.gao.gov). 
Additional copies of the preliminary views draft catibe obtained from the’U.S General . 

Accounting Office, Room 1100,700 4* Street, NW, Washington, DC 20548, or by calling 
,!- 

(202) 5.12-6000; : : : ;- (’ .,: .: ;, ‘s 

: .,’ : f I ,‘.i ,_ _ .: ;,.s ., 

Although all comments on the preliminary views are encouraged, the Conncil is specifically 

requesting comments on several key issues to assist them on focusing on critical aspects of 
..j ‘- I .,.I this ,prop.osal: Please comment specifically on the following questions and, provide-the 

rationale'fdr~,you~~e~ponses~~,~~~~.-. ', 'rz'y" ; _. ;. :. ,' . i i,. ':I /.I Ll J*.., .I" 

.- '.. 
..,:>:; : .;, ,;; kc‘ _, ::.].: ,;:~. ,.. -( '7:: '. .., : ',:‘ 

.: 1. : Do you agree with, the preliminary views that proposes -adding removal-as ‘a criteria of 
-Y: organizational independence;(proposed paragraph 3;1,8)?, 1 , -I’ 

. . i :/ ,- .. I’) ,. i : ., -. .’ :’ ‘- 
2. Do you agree with the preliminary views that for those government audit organizations 

that are mandatedto report on financial statements but do not meet the criteria defining 
organizational independence that the audit organization should include in me scope 

_’ . . paragraph of their report explanatory information (proposed paragraph 5.28.1) to prevent 
any misunderstandings by users of the. resulting report on the financial’ statements? 
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3. Do you agree with the preliminary views that proposes that the elements of the 
explanatory information shoWinclude the statement noting that the audit organization 
does not meet the organizational independence criteria but is permitted to conduct and 
report on the audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards (proposed 
paragraph 5.28.2)? 

4. Do .you agree: with the preliminary views that proposes that when government audit 
organizations are not considered organizationally independent and there is no statutory or 
regulatory requirement to perform an audit of financial statements and report on the 
results, of the audit, that auditors should be precluded from expressing an opinion on the 
financial statements (proposed paragraph 5.28.3)? 

5. For other than financial statement audits, do you agree with the preliminary views that 
proposes,a requirement for explanatory language to be added to the scope section of the 
report when the audit or evaluation organization. is authorized to conduct audits or 
evaluations and report on such work by law or regulation that has the effect of law but the 
head of the organization does not meet the organizational independence criteria 
(proposed paragraph 7.42. l)? 

6. , Do you agree with the preliminary views that distinguishes between the threshold for 
repoyting on performance audit based on if the auditor is authorized to conduct .and report 

: on s&-work while the threshold for reporting-on financial audit isif the auditor is 
required to conduct and report on the specific audit if the head of the government audit 
.orgamzation does not meet the organization&independence criteria (proposed paragraphs 

.., ‘5.28.1 and 7.42.1)? I. ,’ 
: 

7. Do you believe that the illustrative language included as appendixes I and II adequately 

:i, captures therequired elements of the explanatory paragraph? In responding tothis 
question, the. Council would appreciate,any suggestions for alternative, language: The 

_ Council is. particularly interested in “streamlining .the suggested language. while ‘retaining 

’ coverage of the proposed disclosure elements. .. ;_ 
,: ‘\ i I - .’ !. ,, /-I ,_i. .,r,., ‘,.’ 

8. As a possible alternative to the proposed explanatory language in internal audit reports, 
would restrictive use language that states that the reports are intended to be used only by 

. _, ,, c. management &sufficient disclosure for anexternal user of .the report? . ’ “ 
:’ .,,” , .̂ 3’. ‘. .; :.,’ .:, 1_, ) 

9. ., As apossible alternative for auditors,.wh9:do~~not,rneet the organization&independence 
criteria in’ the preliminary views document (see paragraphs 3.18 or $19); should. 
Government Auditing Standards have criteria that defines organizational indenendence 

“1 forauditors. who .audit .withi,~.their.erltity and report to management?, In addiion to 
providing a rationale.for your vie~~,~p!ease,~rovide. suggested criteria if,.you support 
having separate criteria for defining organizational independence for these auditors. 

., _: i / 
10. Are there alternative approaches to resolve the auditor independence issues that you ,. : -:. 

believe the Council should consider? In addition to providing a suggested alternative 
approach, please provide what you believe are the advantages and the disadvantages to .,. 
,adopting your proposed alternative approach. :, a I. 



11. Are there any other issues that you believe the Council should consider with respect to 
auditor independence in the context of this preliminary views document? 

- 
To facilitate analysis of your comments, it would be helpful if you sent them both in writing 
and on diskette (in Word or ASCII format). To ensure that your comments are considered by 
the Council in their deliberations, please submit them by June 30,2000, to: 

Government Auditing Standards Comment 
Independence Preliminary Views 
U.S. General Accounting Office 

Room 5089 (AIMD) 
441 G Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20548 

Also, please indicate if you wish to testify at a public hearing and provide a telephone 
number and/or e-mail address where you can .be reached. If you need additional information, 
please call Marcia B. Buchanan, Assistant Director, Corporate Audits and Standards, at 
(202) 512-9321. 

Jeffrey C. Steinhoff 
Acting Assistant Comptroller General 

\ 
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INDEPENDENCE 

3.11 The’second general standard is: 

In all matters relating to the audit and evaluation work, the audit and 

i 
evaluation organization and the individual auditors and evaluators, whether 

government or public, should be flee from personal and external impairments 

to independence, should be organizationally independent, and should maintain 

an independent attitude and appearance. 

3.12 This standard places responsibility on each auditor and evaluator and the ‘audit 

and evaluation organization ‘to maintain independence so that opinions, 

conclusions, judgments, and recommendations will be impartial and will be 

I ‘; viewed as impartial by knowledgeable third parties. 

3.13 ‘Auditors and evaluators should consider not only whether they are independent 

and their attitudes and beliefs permit them to be independent but also ‘tihether 

there .is w an appearance associated with >their situations that might 

lead others to ‘question their independence. % 

uditors and evaluators need to be EM, in 

fact, independent and impartial. & They also need to be recognized as 

independent by ix&&~-& knowledgeable third parties. e . 



3.14 Government auditors and evaluators, C 

. . 
m need to consider three general classes of impairments to , 

independence-personal, external, and organizational. If one or more of these 

impairments affects an auditor’s or an evaluator’s ability to do the work and 

report %xI& results impartially, that auditor or evaluator should e&her decline 

to perform the ++I.& work except as follows. Statutory or regulatory 

requirements that have the effect of law may exist by Which government ,.’ 

auditors and evaluators are required to conductfinancial statement audits or 

are authorized to conduct performance audits and evaluations and report the 

results but the government audit organization does not meet the criteria listed in 

paragraphs 3.18 or 3.19 that define organizational independence. When these 

. . . requirements and conditions exist-‘-;- 

zthe v.government *auditors or 

evaluators should & include information in the scope section of their report as 

required &paragraphs 5.28.1 through 5.28.3 for financial statement audits and 

as required by paragraphs 7.42. I and 7.42.2 for performance audits and 

evaluations. I II ,..’ ). 9 

3.15 Nongovernment auditors and evaluators need to consider those personal and 

external impairments that might affect their abilit$es to do their work and report 

their w results impartially. If their abilit$es &are -affected, they 

should decline to perform the audit. Certified public accountants and eublic 

2 



accountants should also follow the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (AICPA) code of professional conduct, the code of professional 

conduct and the regulations of the state board with jurisdiction over the practice 

of the public accountant and the audit organization, and the guidance on personal 

and external impairments in these standards. 

3.151 In using the work of specialists’ auditors and evaluators need to evaluate 

whether any of the three general classes of impairments to independence affect 

these individuals’ ability to do the work and report results impartially. If the 

specialists may have an impairment to independence, auditors ,and.evaluators 

need to consider the need to use the work of other specialists, who do not have 

‘an impairment. If auditors and evaluators decide to continue working with 

specialists whose independence may be impaired, auditors and evaluators ,; 

should perform additional procedures with respect to some or all of the 

specialists’ assumptions and methods to determine that the results are not 

unreasonable or engage another specialist for this purpose. 

,’ ? 

Personal Impairments i I 

3.16 -~ , 

m The audit and evaluation organization is responsible for . 

having policies and procedures in place to help determine if auditors and 

‘Specialists to whom this section ap$ies include, but are not limited to, actuaries, appraisers, attorneys, 
engineers, -environmental consultants, medical professionals, and geologists. 

3 



evalugtors have any personal impairments to independence. Managers and 

supervisors need to be alert for personal impairments to independence of their .* 

staff members. Auditors and evaluators are responsible for notifying the 

appropriate official within their audit and evaluation organization if they have 

any personal impairments to independence. These impairments apply to 

individual auditors and evaluators, but they may also apply to the audit and 

evaluation organization. Personal impairments may include, but are not limited 

to, the following: 

‘( a. officia& professional, personal, or financial relationships that might cause an 

: auditor orqaluator to limit the extent of the inquiry, to limit disclosure, or to 

wea$en or slant audit or evaluation 4GxlkgwesuZts in any way; 

b. ,pre,conceived ideas, toward individuals,- groups, organizations, or objectives of 

a particular program that. could bias the audit or -evaluation; ,. .I i 

;. .’ 

c. previous responsibility for decision-making or managing an entity that would 

affect current operations of the entity or program being audited-$evaZuated;-*’ 

d. -biases, including those induced by political or social convictions, that result 

from emp!oyment in, or loyalty to, a particular group, organization, or level of 

government; 



e. subsequent performance of an audit or evaluation by the same individual 

who, for example, had previously approved invoices, payrolls, claims, and 

j 
other proposed payments of the entity or program being audited or evaluated; 

f. concurrent or subsequent performance of an audit by the-same individual who 

maintained the official accounting records;2 and 

g. financial interest that is direct, or is substantial though indirect, in the audited 

or evaluated entity or program. 

External Impairments 

3.17 Factors external to the audit or evaluation organization may restrict the audit or 

evaluation or interfere with anauditor’s or evaluator’s ability to form 

independent and objective opinions and conclusions. For example, under the 
.’ 

following conditions, j an auditor or 

i 
evalqatoi may not have complete freedom to make an independent ‘and objective 

judgment: 

I Code of Professional Conduct related to Accounting services (ET 101.05). 



a. 

b. 

external interference or influence that improperly or imprudently limits or 

modifies the scope of an audit or evaluation; 

external interference with the selection or application of audit and evaluation 

procedures or in the selection of transactions to be examined; 

c. unreasonable restrictions on the time allowed to complete an audit or 

evaluation; 

d. interference external to the audit and evaluation organization in the 

assignment, appointment, and promotion ‘of audit and evalzgtion, personnel; 

e. restrictions on funds or other resources,provided to the, audit and evahation 

organization that ++&I adversely affect the audit and evahation 
1 

organization’s ability to carry out its responsibilities; 

.’ ,: 

I f. ,authority to.pverru~e or to influence the aud&$s or evaluator’s judgment as 

\. 
to the appropriate content of an-au&t the report; and ;;, ‘. “. 

g. - influences that jeopardize the auditor’s or evaluator’s continued employment 

for reasons other than competency or the need for audit or evaluation 

services. _ 

: 

., ..: : ., 
‘. 
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Organizational Independence 

1 .: 
3425.18 A g6ovemment audit- or evaluation organization may a&w+ be presumed to 

be independent of the.audited entity, assuming no personal or external 

impairments exist, if the audit or evaluation organization’s head is 

.’ a. S ,.&ectZy -elected by.m.lititers of--the governkeitt or 

component unit thereof with respect to which professiorial &rvice~ are 

-performed and, if subject to removal, the process is transparent to est@lish 

reasonable safeguards over external factors that could adversely affect thi 

organization’s independence, or 



3 

b. eAe&ed+ appointed by a legislative body, j 

1 F subject to removal by a legislative body, and reports the 

results of audits to and are is accountable to rke a legislative body, or 

c. appointed by m someone other than a legislative body, 

so long as the appointment is confirmed by a legislative body and removal 

fro& the position is subject to oversight or approval by a legislative body,3 

atid reports the results of audits to and w is accountable to a legislative body. 

,  

344.19 Government auditors and evaluation organizations may also be presumed to be 

independent of the audited or evaluated entity, assuming no personal or external 

impairments exist, if the entity is 

a. a level of government other than the one to which they are assigned (federal, 

state,.or local) or : ,. ‘. : 

$I... : a ,differenf.branch:of government within -the .level -of government to ‘which they 

,are assigne.d~(legislatiye,-executive, or judicial). 

:~ -; : .‘m 

,I’ . ..’ ;’ 

,, 

3 Legislative bodies may exercise their confirmation powers through a variety of means as long as they 
are involved in the approval of the individual to head the audit or evaluation o&e. This involvement 
can be demonstrated by approving the individual after the appointment or by initially selecting or 
nominating an individual or individuals for appointment by the appropriate authority. 
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3.4920 Certain A federal, state, or local government audit and evaluation organizations, 

or an audit and evaluation organizations within other government entities, such as 

a public college, university, or hospital, may not meet the organizational 

.independence criteria in paragraphs 3.18 or 3.19. Auditors who do not meet the 

criteria in paragraphs 3.18 or 3.19 can strengthen their organizauonal status if 

the head of the audit organization is accountable to,and reports,ethe results of 

their -work to the head or deputy head of the government entity 4 &t&g 

. . 
v who is located organizationally outside the staff or 

line management function,of the unitunder audit or evaluation, and Th+a+&& 

* * ,* . *reports regularly to the 

entity’s independent audit committee and/or athe appropriate government oversight 

3X21 Auditors and evaluators, as discussed .in paragraph,3:20, shouldalso be 

sufficiently removed from political pressures to ensure that they can conduct their 

audits objectively and can report their findings, opinions, and conclusions 

objectively without fear of political repercussion. Whenever feasible, they should 

be under a personnel system in which compensation, training, job tenure, and 



3.%22 If the above conditions of paragraphs. 3.20 and 3.21 are met, and no personal or 

external impairments exist, These auditors and evaluators are in a 

better position to improve the operations of an organization by bringing a more 

objective and disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness 

and efficiency of the orga.nization’s operations and the soundness of its risk 

management, internal control, and governance processes. m 

3.+3 .When 7 these auditors and evaluators 

conduct audits external to the government entity to.which they are directly 

assigned, such as auditing contractors or outside party agreements, and no 

personal or. external, impairments exist, ,they may be considered independent of 

the audited entity and,free to‘report objectively to the head or-deputy head of the 

government entity to which they are assigned. 

[Paragraphs 3.24 and 3.25.not used.], : : i : 

: ; i ..i : ‘, _‘.. 
_’ ,. .: : _ : ! . .- .I 

.: !, : _‘, L :. .,. .I 

: ;,>. -. : 
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Reporting When Government Auditors Do 

Not Meet Organizational Independence Criteria 

5.28. I The fourth additional reporting standard for financial statement audits is: 

If a government audit organization does not meet the criteria for organizational 

independence, and when statutory or regulatory requirementswith the effect of 

law require the organization to report on financial statements, it should include 

summary information regarding the legal requirement and disclose the factors 

associated with the organizational independence of the government audit 

organization in the auditors’ report. 
. . 

5.28.2 When statutory or regulatory requirements that have the effect of law require- 

the government audit organization to report on financial statements, GAGAS 

recognizes that such statutory or regulatory authority has precedence over the 

standards. To prevent misunderstandings fiy users of the resulting report, the 

au.ditors should include in the scope paragraph of their report summary 

information regarding the legalrequirement’-t@ audit the financial statements 

and to report thereon and the factors associated with the organizati&l I, 

independence of the .government audit organization. The a’uditbrs’keport 

shauid exclude the word “independent’Yfm the title of the report and include 

the following language: 

11 



a. a summary statement citing the law or regulation that requires the audit 

organizatian to audit and report on the financial statements, 

I 

i 

b. a statement noting that the audit organization does not meet the 

organizational independence criteria in paragraphs 3.18 and 3.19, and 

c. a statement noting that while the head of the audit organization does not 

meet the, organizational independence criteria, Government Auditing 

Standards recognize the mandated audit requirement and allow the audit 

organization to conduct and report on the audit in accordance with these 

standards. 

528.3 When a government audit organization does not meet the criteria for . 

organizational independence.-described in these standards and there is no’ 

statutory or regulatory requirement to perform an audit offinancial statements 

and report on the results of the audit, auditors ,would be precludedjkom 

expressing an opinion on the financial~statements. Accordingly, in these 

circumstances under thesestan.dardsj .auditors are required to dis&Mn an 

I opinion .w#h respect to .$he financial statements and to state specifically that 

they are not,independent. . . 

12 
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Reporting When Government Auditors and Evaluators 

Do Not Meet Organizational Independence Criteria 

7.42.1 If a government audit and evaluation organization does not meet the criteria for 

organizational independence, and when that organization is required or 

authorized by statutory or regulatory requirements that have the effect of law to 

conductperformance audits and evaluations and to report the results, it should 

include information regarding the legal requk~& authority and disclose the 

factors associated with its organizational independence in the scope section of 

the report as required by 7.42.2. 

7.42.2 When circumstances described in 7.42.1 exist, the report should include the 

following language in the scope section: 

a. a summary statement citing the law or regulation that requires or 

authorizes the audit organization to audit and report on performance 

audits and evaluations, 

b. a statement noting that the audit organization does not meet the 

_ organizational independence criteria in paragraphs 3. I8 and 3.19, and 

c. a statement noting that while the head of the audit organization does not 

meet the organizational independence criteria, Government Auditing 
i 
i 
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Standards recognize that the authority to audit allows the audit organization 

to conduct and report on the audit in accordance with these standards. 

i 

.  .  
3. . ”  



Appendix I Appendix I 
Possible Illustrative Language for Disclosure 
in Auditor’s Report on Financial Statements 

[Name of specific law or regulation that has the impact of law] mandates that [name of audit 

organization] conduct and report on the audit of [name of agency] in accordance with. 

Government Auditing Standards that contain standards for auditor independence. These 

standards include for the head of the government audit organization to meet certain appointment 

criteria. While [title of head of the audit organization] does not meet the specified organizational 

independence criteria, Government Auditing Standards recognize the mandated audit 

requirement and allow us to conduct and report on this audit in accordance’with these.standards.’ 



Appendix II 
Possible Illustrative Language for Disclosure 

in Performance Audit Reports 

Appendix II 

[Name of specific law or regulation that has the impact of law] authorizes [name of audit 

organization] to conduct and report on the audit of [name of agency] in accordance with 

Government Auditing Standards that contain standards for auditor independence. These 

standards include for the head of the government audit organization to meet certain appointment 

criteria. While [title of head ofthe audit organization] does not meet the specified. organizational 

independence criteria, Government Auditing Standards recognize the authority to audit allows us 

to conduct and report on this audit in accordance with these standards. 
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